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Abstract : Throughout the most recent couple of decades, the apply autonomy network has demonstrated expanding enthusiasm 

for creating bioinspired snake robots, driven by the requirement for increasingly prudent, progressively proficient, self-sufficient, 

very adaptable and flexibility automated frameworks for multiple activities. This paper gives a review of past writing on snake 

robot motion. Specifically, the paper considers past research endeavours identified with displaying of snake robots, physical 

advancement of these components, lastly control plan endeavours for snake movement. The survey demonstrates that the 

dominant part of writing on snake robots so far has concentrated on velocity over level surfaces, yet that there is a developing 

pattern towards velocity in situations that are all the more testing, for example conditions that are more in  line with reasonable 

uses of these systems. 

 

Index Terms – Applications, Robots, Review, Snake, Scenario  

  

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Research on snake robots has been directed for a few decades. Early observational and diagnostic investigations of snake 

velocity were accounted for as of now during the 1940s [1], and Hirose built up the world's first snake robot as right on time as 

1972 [2]. In the most recent 20 years, the writing on snake robots has prospered massively with various proposed ways to deal 

with displaying, improvement, and control of these components. Snake robots are a class of hyper-repetitive instruments [1] 

comprising of kinematic ally obliged joins tied together in arrangement, whose numerous degrees of opportunity enable them to 

explore a wide range conditions. 

 

Snake robots or "snake robots" are long, adaptable robots with a little cross-area to length proportion which enables them 

to enter also, work in restricted spaces [3]. Most are measured in plan also, contain various associated sections which give 

adaptability, and in spite of the fact that larger part are gone for earthly applications, some amphibian gadgets have been created 

[4]. Power sources incorporate electric engines, pneumatics, water power furthermore, mechanical techniques. They are the 

subject of research of moderately couple of scholastic gatherings and are so far delivered [5] financially by just few organizations. 

In spite of the fact that at a generally beginning time of advancement, they have the potential to assume a key job in a various 

scope of uses what's more, ventures. This paper intends to give subtleties of snake robot research, items and applications. 

 

The motivation for snake robots originates from natural snakes [6]. Snakes can move over for all intents and purposes 

any kind of territory, including thin and bound areas. They are great climbers, effective swimmers, and a few snakes can even fly 

by hopping off branches and utilizing their body to coast through the air [7]. In this general invite conference we will audit 

ongoing outcomes on demonstrating, investigation and control [8] of snake robots. The discussion will likewise depict another 

examination course inside snake mechanical technology, where submerged wind robots are outfitted [9]  with thrusters along the 

body to improve mobility what's more, give drifting capacities, and how this robot tends to ebb and flow requirements for subsea 

inhabitant robots in the oil and gas industry. 

 

The motivation for snake robots originates from organic snakes [10]. The great headway abilities of natural snakes have 

impelled a broad research movement examining the plan and control of snake robots. A snake robot is an automated mechanism 

intended to move like a natural snake [11]. Motivated by the power and soundness of natural snake velocity, wind robots convey 

the capability of gathering the developing requirement for automated [12] versatility in obscure and testing situations. 

 

II. DESIGN OF SNAKE ROBOTS 

 

Snake robots are another kind of robots, referred to likewise as serpentine robots. As the name recommends, these robots 

have various incited joints in this way multiple degrees of freedom. This gives them better capacity than flex, reach, and approach 

an immense volume in its workspace with infinite number of arrangements. This redundancy in designs gives them the 

specialized name: hyper excess robots in a perfect world, the future snake configuration will comprise of three level of-

opportunity stages — move, pitch, and expansion.  
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Figure. 1 The structure of one joint of our snake robot [3] 

 

A little equipped dc motor is picked to impel the joint because of its extraordinary torque and reduced size that make it 

conceivable to figure it out little module to expands adaptability in remains condition. The joints with two degrees of freedom 

make it workable for snake robot to be equipped for movement in complex three-dimensional condition. 

 

III. EXECUTION OF PHYSICAL SNAKE ROBOTS 

 

Hirose built up the world's first snake robot as right on time as 1972 [2]. The robot, which is appeared in Fig. 2, was 

furnished with latent wheels to understand the anisotropic ground erosion property that empowers forward motion on level 

surfaces. 

 

 
Figure. 2 The snake robot ACM III, which was the world’s first snake robot developed by Prof. Shigeo Hirose in 1972. Courtesy 

of Tokyo Institute of Technology. 

 

S7 (see Figure. 3) is a trial model that is still a work in progress. It was roused by a Dr. Miller’s experience with a 

python. Specifically it abstains from utilizing wheels to accomplish velocity by executing a further developed section structure. 

This takes into consideration rectilinear velocity. S7 is unmistakably more modern electronically than past snake robots in the 

arrangement, including bidirectional parcel based radio and an assortment of sensors. 

 

 
Figure. 3. S7 final sensor suite including compass, pyroelectric heat and active infrared range sensors (Courtesy of Dr. Gavin 

Miller) 

 

ACM-R5 (see Figure. 4) is a land and water proficient, snake like robot. The instrument the snake uses to push itself by 

wriggling its body is nearly the equivalent ashore and in water. To reproduce this system, Hirose appended paddle sharp edges to 
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the sides of the robot's body to make an edge against the water for impetus. He at that point appended little wheels to the oar 

cutting edges to empower the robot to move quickly on the ground too. 

 
Figure. 4 The snake robot ACM R5 developed at Tokyo Institute of Technology. The robot is covered by passive wheels and can 

swim under water. Courtesy of Tokyo Institute of Technology. 

 

Uncle Sam (Figure. 5), Carnegie Mellon's latest robotic snake, has been taught to climb trees. The snake is the newest 

version of "modsnake" created by the Bio robotics Laboratory at the Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh. 

The snake's developments are biomimetic, imitating developments of genuine snakes including side-winding, squirming and 

rolling. Presently the snake robot can likewise fold itself over a tree trunk and climb vertically up the outside of the tree. A prior 

rendition has recently been shown climbing vertically inside channels. The numerous inside degrees of opportunity make the 

snake robots amazingly adaptable and flexibility.  

 

Uncle Sam is manufactured utilizing measured sections containing actuators and sensors, and the head portion is fitted 

with a camera. Being measured permits the snake robot the possibility to act naturally amassed in the field, and furthermore 

streamlines fix of the robot if areas are harmed. The measured nature additionally implies the robot's length can be balanced 

effectively as required. 

 

 
Figure. 5. The snake robot Uncle Sam developed at Carnegie Mellon University. The robot has a strong and compact joint 

mechanism and can climb trees. Courtesy of Carnegie Mellon University. 

 

Omni Tread (Figure. 6) is a snake-like robot equipped for moving high vertical deterrents, for example, stairs, of 

traveling through harsh territory and of traverse wide holes. Created by a gathering of scientists from the University of Michigan 

College Of Engineering, Omni Tread can go along electrical courses and inside substantial channels. On account of its 

exceptional abilities, the robot has an assortment of potential applications, for example, mechanical assessment and observation, 

military and knowledge tasks, and urban inquiry and salvage missions. The Omni Tread is worked by a joystick and an umbilical 

line. The umbilical string sends directions to uniquely structured programming while at the same time giving electric capacity to 

the snake-molded robot. The robot is made out of five box-molded portions associated through their center by a lengthy drive 

shaft spine. 
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Figure. 6. The Omni Tread snake robot developed at the University of Michigan. The robot has pneumatic joints and is covered 

by motorized tracks. Courtesy of the University of Michigan. 

 

Kulko (Figure. 7) is an experimental platform for investigating snake robot locomotion in environments with obstacles. 

Locomotion in such environments requires that the snake robot can sense its environment in some way. Moreover, enabling a 

snake robot to glide forward in a cluttered environment requires that the body of the robot is sufficiently smooth, i.e. free of 

obstructive features. To this end, the joint modules of Kulko are covered by contact force sensors to allow the robot to sense its 

environment. The modules are also covered by spherical shells that give the robot a smooth outer surface, thereby allowing 

slithering (gliding) motion in cluttered environments. 

 

 
Figure. 7. The snake robot Kulko developed at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology. Each joint module is 

covered by force sensors in order to measure contact forces from the environment. 

 

The Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) and Norway's SINTEF research group first created the 

snake-like robots 15 years ago. The latest design being tested, the EELY500, builds upon the Eelume underwater maintenance 

robot from a few years back, and is being developed by the Eelume spinoff company. The researchers note the new design 

features improved manoeuvrability, lightning, cameras, battery, and data capacity. The torpedo-shaped robots are essentially 

“self-propelled robotic arms whose slender and flexible body can transit over long distances and carry out IMR in confined spaces 

not accessible by conventional underwater vehicles,” according to Eelume.  Since it’s a modular system, the robots can be 

connected in different ways to form numerous underwater vehicles. Plus, its robot arm body can operate tools and complete tasks.   

 

 
Figure. 8. Snake-like robots are gearing up to monitor the Åsgard oil and gas field off the Norwegian coast (Norwegian 

University of Science and Technology) 
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Kyoto University (Figure. 9) teamed up with the University of Electro-Communications in Japan to build a robot snake 

that can contort its body repeatedly in order to reach the top of a ladder. 

 

 
Figure. 9. Ladder climbing snake robot at Kyoto University 

 

This was ladder climbing method for a snake robot that has a smooth surface shape. They design a novel gait for the 

snake using a gait design method that configures the target form of the snake robot by connecting simple shapes. The climbing 

motion is executed via shift control and the corresponding motion required to catch the next step on the ladder. 

The Robotics Institute's multi-jointed Snake robot, which was deployed to search for survivors following the Mexico 

City earthquake last fall, has been named Ground Rescue Robot of the Year by the Center for Robot-Assisted Search and Rescue 

(CRASAR). Howie Choset, professor of robotics at Carnegie Mellon University, and systems scientist Matt Travers have been 

studying potential use of a snake-like robot for disaster search-and-rescue for years in CMU's Bio robotics Lab. The robot can 

propel itself into the smallest of spaces, allowing rescuers to search for signs of life where dogs and people cannot reach, 

CRASAR noted in its award announcement. 

 

Figure. 10. Ground Rescue Robot (Source: Carnegie Mellon University) 

IV. CONTROL METHODOLOGY OF SNAKE ROBOTS 

3.1 Snake Robot’s Motion Characteristics 

A snake robot has numerous development walks, and the serpentine development is the most examined and most proficient 

of every one of the two-dimensional steps. It exchanges with a horizontal wave, and the movement bend is like a sine bend. The 

stage and sufficiency vacillations change after some time. The snake robot route calculations in this paper depend on the 

investigation of the previously mentioned step. The route organize framework characterizes the inception as the route framework's 

point P, with tomahawks pointing north, east and the nearby vertical bearing (down); the Carrier arrange framework  is appeared 
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in Figure 11; the Carrier arrange framework and the snake robot body are fixed, with tomahawks indicating the front, right and 

base of the snake robot's development course. 

 

Figure. 11 Navigation coordinate system of the snake robot [4]. 

 

Figure. 12 Relative joint angle [4] 

3.2 Torque Control Strategies 

The strategies for accomplishing consistent movement with a snake robot by controlling the torques applied by the joints of 

the robot. Two procedures direction joint torques in light of on the robot's neighbourhood shape (for example joint edges). A third 

procedure directions joint points, speeds, and torques in light of the recorded criticism from the robot while executing a recently 

characterized movement under position control. The three control procedures are executed and looked at on a snake robot that 

incorporates arrangement versatile activation (SEA) and torque detecting at each joint, and show consistent motion that adjusts 

naturally to the robot's encompassing territory. 

 

Figure. 13 Diagram of the axes of the snake robot, showing alignment of the robot’s joints with the lateral and dorsal planes [5]. 
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Figure. 14: A visual representation of low-impedance sliding [5]. 

 

Figure. 15: The control loops on the SEA Snake modules [5]. 

Torque control is an indispensable segment to accomplishing versatile also, consistent movements with any robot. For 

snake robots we have exhibited three distinctive torque control systems that have been executed on a physical snake robot. With 

all of the controllers, the robot had the capacity to effectively adjust to its encompassing condition, even without material 

detecting or any other type of exteroceptive detecting. With a basic manual controller, we had the capacity to naturally guide the 

robot through a sporadic test condition.  

V. Applications 

An application being investigated by academic and corporate groups is the inspection; maintenance and 

decommissioning of nuclear power plant. In addition to the obvious benefits of replacing, or augmenting human operators by 

robots in such a hazardous environment, snake robots offer the additional capability of reaching inaccessible locations within a 

reactor facility. 

In May 2013, researchers from the CMU Bio robotics Lab performed test deployments inside the Zwentendorf nuclear 

power plant in Austria. The modular snake robot were deployed inside several steam pipes, vessels and other confined spaces to 

test their ability to perform inspection tasks within a nuclear power plant environment. The robot was able to capture high quality 

images from areas that would not have been accessible with borescopes or other conventional inspection tools. The robot is 2 

inches in diameter and 37 inches long and was tethered to a control and power cable. Its body consists of 16 modules, each with 

two half-joints that connect with corresponding half-joints on adjoining modules. 
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Figure. 16. CMU Bio robotics Lab 

The ESA project was launched in the summer of 2016, and will be completed in May of next year. It is part of ESA's 

PRODEX programme, carried out jointly with the Norwegian Space Centre. The project is called "Snake Robots for Space 

Applications" (SAROS) and builds on results from an extended collaboration effort in the field of snake robotics between the 

Department of Applied Cybernetics at SINTEF ICT and the Department of Engineering Cybernetics at NTNU. 

 

Figure. 17. Snake robot on Space Station – on the way to inspect anything for the astronaut. (Illustration: Shutterstock/SINTEF). 

Research on snake robots at ROBOTNOR began with the development of Anna Konda. The robot was developed based 

on the vision of a self-propelled fire hose that can crawl into a burning building and extinguish a fire on its own without putting 

human fire fighters at risk. The idea behind the robot is to equip a fire hose with water hydraulic actuators that enable it to move 

like a biological snake. This idea is clever in that the energy that the robot needs in order to move is already available inside the 

fire hose in the form of pressurized water. Water will actually have three functions in the envisioned system: Fire extinguishing 

(by extinguishing the fire with water). Cooling (by cooling the robot with water). Hydraulic actuation (by moving the joints of the 

robot with pressurized water). 
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Figure. 18. Snake robots firefighting (robotnor.no) 

This spin-off from a Norwegian university is working together with the companies Kongsberg and Statoil to launch a 

snake-like swimming robot for subsea inspection and interventions that will be able to work 24/7.They have created underwater 

robots with a flexible body and modular structure, which carries engines and side-facing cameras, and that can be reconfigured at 

different lengths. The Eelume robot could be equipped with lights, cameras, a grabber or cleaning tool, a sonar and many other 

tools depending on the necessary use. These companies have been working together for just a year, but they have already been 

able to carry successfully their first trials in ocean water. 

 

Fig. Underwater snake robot for maritime industry (Source: Norwegian university) 

Conclusions 

Notwithstanding the previously mentioned applications, wind robots have prospects to assume a job in the get together 

of parts in bound spaces, for example, to airplane wings and fuselages furthermore, could likewise play out various investigation 

assignments in the petrochemicals, oil, and water and gas enterprises. Numerous classes of robots mean to aid urban inquiry and 

salvage activities, yet the accentuation is on those without a snake robot's basic capacity to enter and work in restricted spaces 

which could have demonstrated indispensable while looking through the rubble in the outcome of the 9/11 assaults in the USA. 

Space applications are additionally being examined by NASA and the European Space Agency. Dissimilar to numerous different 

classes of robots which have delighted in across the board commercialisation, it is apparent that wind robots are yet to accomplish 

their maximum capacity. Furthermore, this reflects the innovative issues that stay to be settled, however these are being tended to 

by the examination network and later preliminaries and improvements propose that another age of snake robots is impending. 
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